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A P P L I E D  P H Y S I C S

Integrated quantitative PIXE analysis and EDX 
spectroscopy using a laser-driven particle source
F. Mirani1*, A. Maffini1, F. Casamichiela1, A. Pazzaglia1, A. Formenti1, D. Dellasega1, V. Russo1, 
D. Vavassori1, D. Bortot1, M. Huault2,3, G. Zeraouli2,3, V. Ospina2,3†, S. Malko2,3, J. I. Apiñaniz2, 
J. A. Pérez-Hernández2, D. De Luis2, G. Gatti2, L. Volpe2,4, A. Pola1, M. Passoni1*

Among the existing elemental characterization techniques, particle-induced x-ray emission (PIXE) and energy- 
dispersive x-ray (EDX) spectroscopy are two of the most widely used in different scientific and technological fields. 
Here, we present the first quantitative laser-driven PIXE and laser-driven EDX experimental investigation performed 
at the Centro de Láseres Pulsados in Salamanca. Thanks to their potential for compactness and portability, laser- 
driven particle sources are very appealing for materials science applications, especially for materials analysis 
techniques. We demonstrate the possibility to exploit the x-ray signal produced by the co-irradiation with both 
electrons and protons to identify the elements in the sample. We show that, using the proton beam only, we can 
successfully obtain quantitative information about the sample structure through laser-driven PIXE analysis. These 
results pave the way toward the development of a compact and multifunctional apparatus for the elemental analysis 
of materials based on a laser-driven particle source.

INTRODUCTION
Analytical techniques of x-ray emission spectroscopy play a crucial 
role in many fields of materials science. They rely on the irradiation 
of samples with ionizing radiation and the detection of the emitted 
characteristic x-rays. The elements are recognized according to the 
x-ray energies, while their concentrations are retrieved from the 
number of counts. The analytical capabilities of a specific technique 
depend on the type of incident particles. For instance, a very common 
technique is the x-ray fluorescence (XRF) spectroscopy (1), which ex-
ploits an x-ray source to induce secondary emission of characteristic 
x-rays. XRF is a method for the multielemental analysis of homoge-
neous samples. Another widespread technique able to quickly provide 
the elemental composition of solid samples is the energy-dispersive 
x-ray (EDX) (2) spectroscopy. Conventional EDX is performed only 
in vacuum, and the probed thickness is of micrometers. Another 
powerful nondestructive technique is particle-induced x-ray emis-
sion (PIXE) (1, 3). Exploiting MeV energy protons, PIXE pro-
vides both elemental concentrations of homogeneous samples 
and stratigraphic structures of complex artifacts down to a few tens 
of micrometers. Unlike EDX, PIXE can also be performed in air. 
Since its birth, the extensive use of PIXE has been limited by the use 
of large accelerators. Both EDX and PIXE are widely exploited in 
semiconductor industry (4, 5), environment monitoring (6, 7), and 
cultural heritage preservation (8, 9). These fields could substantially 
benefit from the adoption of a flexible, multiparticle tool for x-ray 
emission spectroscopy with different capabilities.

Laser-driven sources (10, 11) are worth of consideration for mate-
rials science applications (12–15). A common acceleration scheme 
exploits the interaction between ultrashort (tens of fs) super-intense 
(I > 1018 W/cm2) laser pulses and micrometric solid targets to accel-

erate electrons and protons to energies ranging from few MeV up to 
hundreds of MeV. Electrons and protons are accelerated together in 
an ultrafast dynamics, and their energy spectra are broad. Because 
of their peculiar features, compact [e.g., a few meters size (16–19)] 
laser- driven accelerators could be exploited for EDX (20) and PIXE 
(21–23). A proof-of-principle elemental PIXE analysis of a homoge-
neous sample (i.e., the identification of the elements present in the 
sample) exploiting a laser-driven particle source was demonstrated 
by Barberio et al. (22). Since the range of MeV energy electrons in 
solids is of several millimeters, they could be used to detect elements 
deeper inside samples compared to keV electrons. Moreover, MeV 
electrons can propagate for hundreds of centimeters in air, thus en-
abling ex situ EDX on large surfaces. Furthermore, the current laser 
technology provides table-top tens of TW class lasers (24), which can 
accelerate protons up to the energies required by PIXE.

In this work, we experimentally perform elemental analysis of a 
nonhomogeneous sample exploiting a laser-driven source. To that end, 
we present the first elemental laser-driven EDX (LD-EDX) and the first 
quantitative laser-driven PIXE (LD-PIXE) analysis. The experiment was 
performed at the Centro de Láseres Pulsados with the Vega-2 laser (25).

We propose two setups to exploit at best the laser-driven charged- 
particle source, performing the sample irradiation either with both 
electrons and protons (Fig. 1A) or only with protons (Fig. 1B). We 
show that the x-ray yield induced by electron irradiation is dominant 
in the first configuration (hence, we call it LD-EDX setup) and it can 
be exploited to effectively identify the elements. Under the second 
irradiation condition (LD-PIXE setup), we practically demonstrate 
that an LD-PIXE signal can be used to retrieve quantitative strati-
graphic information about the sample structure. We support our exper-
imental results through a Monte Carlo investigation of both setups.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
LD-EDX and LD-PIXE experimental setups
In both LD-PIXE and LD-EDX setups, the 200-TW Vega-2 laser pulse 
interacts with a micrometric aluminum foil to accelerate electrons 
and protons toward the sample placed in the vacuum chamber. We 
interpose a second aluminum sheet between the laser-driven particle 
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source and the sample to stop the debris produced by the laser-target 
interaction. The sample has the same composition in both setups. 
It is made of a 2.2-m-thick layer of chromium deposited onto a 
1-mm-thick substrate of pure copper. Oxygen is present as a con-
taminant (<10%) in the Cr layer. The film density is equal to 5.3 g/cm3. 
A cross-sectional view of the sample is shown in Fig. 1C. Details 
about the sample production are provided in Materials and Methods. 
To detect the emitted x-rays, we exploit a charge-coupled device (CCD). 
The experimental setups are designed to allow a postprocessing, 
single-photon counting spectra reconstruction (26, 27). Single- photon 

events can be clearly distinguished in Fig. 1D. The CCD energy cali-
bration (see Materials and Methods) was done through the irradiation 
of a pure Cu sample with the LD-EDX setup.

Since the LD-EDX setup has the dual purpose of irradiating the 
sample and characterizing the accelerated protons, we created an 
aperture slit in the middle of the sample so that a fraction of the protons 
could reach the ion diagnostics. In the LD-PIXE setup, the sample 
is not split and a 0.26-T dipole magnet and lead shields are placed 
behind the target to remove the electrons (see Fig. 1E). Further de-
tails about the setups are provided in Materials and Methods.

Fig. 1. Conceptual schemes of the experimental setups. (A) Schematic illustration for the LD-EDX setup. (B) Schematic illustration for the LD-PIXE setup. (C) Scanning 
electron microscope (SEM) cross-sectional view of the irradiated sample. (D) Detail of a recorded charge-coupled device (CCD) image for x-ray detection. Single-pixel 
events are indicated. (E) Top view scheme of the LD-PIXE setup. (F) Proton energy spectrum recorded with time-of-flight (ToF) spectrometer. No absolute calibration is 
provided on the vertical axis. The continuous black line is the average spectrum. The purple area represents the statistical uncertainty (i.e., ±SD), provided as the super-
position of two separated contributions: the uncertainty on the signal for any energy value and the uncertainty on the maximum proton energy. (G) Absolute frequency 
distribution for the maximum proton energy recorded with ToF measurements. The vertical line represents the mean value, while the purple band width is two times the 
SD. Photo credit: Francesco Mirani, Politecnico di Milano.
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The proton diagnostics in the LD-EDX setup is a time-of-flight 
(ToF) spectrometer (see Materials and Methods) (28, 29), which is 
aligned with the sample slit along the target normal direction. The 
energy spectrum averaged over 166 shots, as well as the statistical 
uncertainty, is shown in Fig. 1F. In Fig. 1G, we report the absolute 
frequency distribution of maximum proton energy (average value, 
6.35 MeV; SD, 1.12 MeV). It is worth mentioning that the knowl-
edge of the shape and the cutoff energy of the proton spectrum is 
fundamental for LD-PIXE analysis as shown below.

LD-EDX elemental and LD-PIXE stratigraphic analyses
We start by discussing the LD-EDX spectrum. The goal is to perform 
elemental analysis, i.e., the identification of the elements present in 
the sample. Then, we focus on the quantitative characterization of 
the sample structure through LD-PIXE analysis. This method allows 
us to retrieve further information about the composition [e.g., the 
elemental concentrations in homogeneous samples (21)] starting from 
the x-ray line intensities. For the present study, since the layer and 
substrate are monoelemental, the method is applied to determine 
the Cr layer thickness. Therefore, for the specific case considered 
here, we call this procedure stratigraphic analysis.

We irradiate the sample with 42 particle bunches (i.e., shots) in 
the LD-EDX setup. The corresponding x-ray spectrum per unit of 
shots is presented in Fig. 2A. As expected, well-defined peaks emerge 
from the background. The fit is performed with the Levenberg- 
Marquardt least-square fitting algorithm (30), a standard method 
for x-ray spectra interpolation. The peaks are fitted with a Gaussian 
shape (31), while the background is modeled with an exponential 
polynomial of third order (31). Figure 2A also shows the fitted Cr 
and Cu peaks after background subtraction. Unlike Cu, in the case 
of Cr, the K line cannot be distinguished. This is due to a partial 
superposition with the K peak and the presence of an intense back-
ground signal. For the present study, the intent is to identify both 
Cr and Cu elements (the detection efficiency of the shielded CCD is 
too low at the energy corresponding to the oxygen line). Figure 2B 
lists the energies of the x-ray peaks. They are very close to the actual 
values, with a relative deviation always less than 2%. Since we can 
uniquely identify the elements, we can conclude that LD-EDX pro-
vides a reliable elemental analysis.

Unlike the elemental analysis, the stratigraphic analysis requires 
a model that relates the x-ray yields, the material composition, and 
the energy of the incident particles. As far as LD-EDX is concerned, 
the electron spectrum characterization is not trivial. Moreover, no 
analytical models to describe the x-ray emission induced by high- 
energy electrons are available. Therefore, the x-ray spectrum 
obtained by LD-EDX cannot be directly interpreted to retrieve strati-
graphic information. To obtain the latter, both reference samples 
and prior knowledge of the accelerated electron spectrum would be 
needed (32).

To overcome the aforementioned limitations, we switch to LD-
PIXE. The LD-PIXE spectrum (Fig. 2C) is obtained with 16 particle 
bunches. In addition, in this case, several peaks are visible. Besides 
the Cr and Cu characteristic peaks, the spectrum also shows the Pb-
K signal due to the lead shields. In addition, we can recognize a 
weak signal at 6.3 keV, likely to be related to the iron in the magnet. 
As for LD-EDX, all elements are correctly recognized as well. How-
ever, the x-ray signal per shot obtained with the LD-PIXE setup is 
approximately 10 times less intense than that recorded using the 
LD-EDX setup coherently with published theoretical results (20). 

Therefore, we conclude that LD-EDX provides the sample elemental 
analysis with a lower number of shots compared to LD-PIXE.

On the other hand, the x-ray yields obtained with the LD-PIXE 
setup can be exploited for stratigraphic analysis. We have proposed 
an analytical model and a procedure to determine the sample struc-
ture from an LD-PIXE measurement (21). For the specific case con-
sidered here, the mass thickness of the Cr layer can be evaluated by 
solving Eq. 5 presented in Materials and Methods. It relates the 
x-ray intensity ratio (i.e., Cr/Cu reported in Fig. 2B), the film com-
position, and the incident proton spectrum shape. The x-ray yields 
(i.e., intensities) are evaluated as the area subtended by the Gaussian 
peaks after background subtraction. Figure 2D shows the comparison 
between the sample cross section and the reconstructed thickness 
from LD-PIXE analysis. Assuming a pure Cr film and Cu substrate, 
i.e., neglecting the presence of oxygen, we estimate a layer thickness 
of 1.90 ± 0.39 m using the ratio of Cr and Cu x-ray yields obtained 
experimentally. Considering also the presence of 7% oxygen in the 
Cr film, we find a thickness equal to 2.01 ± 0.39 m, which is even 
closer to the actual value of 2.2 m. We evaluated the error through 
a Monte Carlo approach (33), taking into account the uncertainty of 
both x-ray and proton spectra (see Materials and Methods). They 
contribute almost equally to the overall uncertainty, which can there-
fore be reduced by increasing the number of shots, optimizing the 
detection system, or improving the proton source reproducibility. 
The last point can be achieved by optimizing the target manufactur-
ing and the laser stability. Another small source of uncertainty is 
represented by a partial overlap of the K and K lines of Cr. This 
can be avoided by exploiting a detector with higher energy resolu-
tion. Last, few electrons still interact with the sample with the LD-
EDX setup. Therefore, they can slightly contribute to the spectrum 
in Fig. 2C, and they can affect the thickness measurement. This last 
point will be extensively addressed in the following section. Anyhow, 
even under the present experimental conditions, LD-PIXE provides 
a satisfactory estimation of the actual thickness. Last, Fig. 2D also 
reports the thickness evaluated considering the yield ratio obtained 
with the LD-EDX setup (i.e., assuming to ignore the presence of the 
incident electrons in the LD-PIXE measurement). The result of 
0.98 ± 0.16 m strongly underestimates the actual chromium thick-
ness. Since electrons are more penetrating compared to protons, they 
unbalance the yield ratio in favor of the copper.

In light of the obtained results, we can conclude that (i) because 
of the high intensity of the x-ray signal, the recommended setup to 
perform elements identification is the LD-EDX one. (ii) On the other 
hand, the quantitative stratigraphic analysis requires removing the 
electron contribution to the x-ray signal. Therefore, LD-PIXE must 
be exploited. (iii) The knowledge of the absolute number of incident 
protons is not required to perform LD-PIXE analysis. This is very 
convenient from the experimental point of view since no absolute 
calibration of the proton detector is needed. (iv) With a suitable 
theoretical description of LD-PIXE (21), the monochromaticity of 
the incident proton spectrum is not required.

We can also draw further fundamental prospects regarding the 
potential of the approach that we are presenting: (i) The large range 
of MeV electrons in solids can open to the possibility of the analysis 
down to hundreds of micrometers depth. At these energies, the elec-
tron impact ionization cross sections (34) for the K shells of heavy 
elements become substantial. Moreover, the associated x-ray energies 
are of the order of tens of keV and are thus subject to weak attenuation 
in thick layers. These considerations suggest that LD-EDX should 
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allow us to recognize the presence of heavy elements in matrices 
within the millimeter thickness range, significantly extending the 
capabilities of EDX. (ii) Note that the results here presented for a 
200-TW laser should be obtained exploiting compact tens of TW 
class lasers (35, 36). They can provide protons with maximum en-
ergy of ~6 MeV. Moreover, compact lasers operate with a repeti-
tion rate equal to 10 Hz. Assuming a number of accelerated protons 
of 109 to 1010 particles per shot and the aforementioned repetition 
rate, the resulting current is approximately 1 to 10 nA. These values 
are compatible with the currents exploited in conventional PIXE analy-
sis for cultural heritage studies (37). (iii) Laser-driven ion sources 
offer several solutions to quickly modify the shape of the spectrum 
of the accelerated particles. The maximum energy of the accelerated 
protons can be reduced by decreasing the laser power (38). The same 
result can be achieved by also fixing the laser power and exploiting 
targets with larger thicknesses (36). Moreover, the proton maximum 
energy can be increased using advanced target configurations (e.g., 
near-critical double-layer targets) (39–41). The possibility to easily 
tune the maximum energy of the accelerated protons could be ex-
ploited to perform the analysis of complex nonhomogeneous struc-
ture by means of differential PIXE.

Assessment of the electron influence on LD-PIXE via Monte 
Carlo simulations
In light of the results presented in the previous section, a proper 
characterization of the system exploited to remove the electrons in 
the LD-PIXE setup is necessary. The thickness obtained from LD-
PIXE analysis (i.e., 2.01 m) underestimates the actual thickness 
(i.e., 2.2 m) of about 10%. We can suppose that, even in the pres-
ence of the magnet in the LD-PIXE setup, a residual fraction of elec-
trons can reach the sample. Therefore, the fraction of x-rays due to 
the electrons irradiation compared to the amount induced by pro-
tons must be properly estimated. Thus, we performed Geant4 (42) 
Monte Carlo simulations of the charged-particles propagation, their 
interaction with the sample, and x-ray generation.

We simulate LD-EDX and LD-PIXE analysis considering both 
protons and electrons as primary particles. The simulated setups are 
shown in Fig. 3 (A and B). Simulations are performed with the same 
number (108) of electrons Ne and protons. The primary particles are 
generated with a uniform angular distribution between ±20° so that 
the sample surface is entirely hit by the particles. The proton ener-
gies are extracted from the measured energy distribution (Fig. 1F). 
On the other hand, the electron energy spectrum is modeled as an 

Fig. 2. Laser-driven electron EDX/PIXE results. (A) Recorded spectrum with the LD-EDX setup. The red points are the average over the shots of x-ray intensity at each 
photon energy, while the length of the error bars is two times the SD. The blue line is the fitted spectrum. The filled blue curves are the Gaussian fits for the peaks. 
(B) Summary of the recorded x-ray line positions and intensity ratios of the Cr and Cu peaks. The first row reports the expected x-ray energies from literature. The second 
row is related to the x-ray spectrum used to calibrate the CCD (see Materials and Methods), while the last two rows list the peak positions in the spectra, expressed as the 
centroid of the fitting Gaussian. (C) Recorded spectrum with the LD-PIXE setup. The filled red curves are the Gaussian fits for the peaks. (D) Results of the LD-PIXE strati-
graphic analysis. The red and yellow lines are retrieved from the yield ratio obtained from the LD-PIXE measurement. The red line is the thickness retrieved assuming a 
100% Cr film. The yellow line is the thickness obtained assuming a 93% Cr and 7% O film. The blue line is the thickness obtained assuming the yield ratio from the LD-EDX 
measurement and a 93% Cr and 7% O film. The color-filled regions represent the statistical uncertainties.
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exponential distribution with maximum energy of 10 MeV. We 
considered two electron temperatures equal to 0.67 and 1.0 MeV. The 
first value is estimated from the actual laser parameters using a gen-
eralized ponderomotive scaling (43). The second temperature is ob-

tained by matching the theoretical estimation of the maximum pro-
ton energy [provided by the Passoni-Lontano model (44)] and the 
corresponding experimental value. For a detailed description of the 
equations for the temperature evaluations, please refer to Materials 

Fig. 3. Finite element method (FEM) and Monte Carlo simulations of LD-EDX/PIXE. (A and B) Snapshots of the LD-EDX and LD-PIXE Monte Carlo simulations. (C) Slices of 
the magnetic field intensity distribution in the LD-PIXE setup obtained with FEM analysis. In the first panel, the position of the S1 and S2 slices is marked, while the TOP 
slice is taken parallel to the top view and passes through the center of the magnet. (D and E) LD-EDX and LD-PIXE Monte Carlo simulation outputs for electrons with initial 
temperature of 0.67 MeV as primary particles. The filled red areas are the energy spectra of the electrons incident on the sample surface. The filled blue curves are the x-ray 
differential yields. The inset graphs are the simulated x-ray spectra associated with electrons in LD-EDX and LD-PIXE setups, respectively. (F and G) Comparison between 
the simulated peaks and fits from experimental data for LD-EDX and LD-PIXE. The inset graphs compare the experimental and simulated x-ray yield ratios for LD-EDX and 
LD-PIXE. a.u., arbitrary units. Photo credit: Francesco Mirani, Politecnico di Milano.
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and Methods. To properly simulate the LD-PIXE setup, we first 
evaluate the three-dimensional (3D) magnetic field intensity distri-
bution by means of a magnetostatic finite element analysis (mFEA) 
(45). The resulting intensity map is shown in Fig. 3C. Then, we in-
clude the 3D magnetic field distribution in the Geant4 simulation. 
The mFEA simulation is extensively described in Materials and 
Methods, and a full presentation of the Monte Carlo code imple-
mentation is provided in already published works (20, 21).

We start considering the simulations with electrons as primary 
particles. For the 0.67-MeV electron temperature, the simulated 
energy spectra for the LD-EDX and LD-PIXE setups are shown in 
Fig. 3 (D and E, respectively). All data are normalized to the total 
number of simulated primary electrons. Since in the LD-EDX setup 
particles are not deflected, the spectrum of the electrons impinging 
on the sample practically coincides with the input exponential one. 
On the other hand, in the LD-PIXE setup, the number of electrons 
reaching the sample surface is drastically lowered because of the 
effect of the magnet. Overall, about 98% of the incident electrons are 
removed in the case of 0.67-MeV temperature. With a temperature 
of 1.0 MeV, 96.3% of the incident electrons are removed. Figure 3 
(D and E) also shows the x-ray differential yields. They are defined 
as the number of characteristic x-rays (i.e., at 5.41 and 8.05 keV for 
Cr and Cu, respectively), leaving the sample as a function of the 
incident electron energy. The differential yields confirm that MeV 
electrons contribute to the x-ray production because the substrate 
is thick enough to let them slow down. The ratios between the x-ray 
yields due to the electrons in the presence and absence of the mag-
net (i.e., YLD − PIXE, e/YLD − EDX, e) are 0.020 and 0.036 for the 0.67- and 
1.0-MeV electron temperatures, respectively. On the other hand, the 
experimental ratio between the x-ray yields in LD-EDX and LD-PIXE 
[(YLD − EDX, e + YLD − EDX, p)/(YLD − PIXE, e + YLD − PIXE, p)] is equal to 
8.6. Neglecting the proton contribution in LD-EDX (i.e., YLD − EDX, p), 
we can provide a conservative estimation of the residual x-ray yield 
due to the electron irradiation in the LD-PIXE experiment [i.e., YLD 

− PIXE, e/(YLD − PIXE, e + YLD − PIXE, p)]. We find that <17% and <30% of 
the x-rays in the LD-PIXE setup are related to surviving electrons 
instead of protons for the 0.67- and 1.0-MeV electron temperatures, 
respectively (for detailed calculations, see Materials and Methods). 
This is coherent with a 10% underestimation of the thickness as 
found in the previous section.

In Fig. 3 (F and G), we compare the fit of the experimental x-ray 
K peaks and the Monte Carlo simulated spectra for the LD-EDX 
(with 0.67-MeV electron temperature) and LD-PIXE spectra, re-
spectively. In the LD-EDX simulation, we neglect the proton contri-
bution, while in the LD-PIXE simulation, we neglect the electron 
one. The counts in each channel are normalized with respect to the 
total number of characteristic x-rays for Cr and Cu combined. For 
both spectra, the experimental and simulated peaks are in good 
agreement. We can also directly compare the simulated and experi-
mental ratios between chromium and copper yields. They are re-
ported as bar plots in Fig. 3 (F and G). Again, we have a reasonable 
agreement between the experimental data and Monte Carlo simula-
tions. These results give further evidence of the fact that LD-EDX is 
dominated by the electron contribution to the x-ray production, 
while in LD-PIXE, the protons are playing the crucial role. There-
fore, the proof-of-principle LD-PIXE setup presented in this work 
is a suitable starting point for the design of a fully optimized system 
for the removal of the electrons. This aspect is crucial for the devel-
opment of a reliable LD-PIXE technique.

Last, starting from the experimental and simulated yield ratios, 
we can provide a post hoc estimation of the electron temperature. 
By means of analytical calculation (see Materials and Methods), we 
find that this value is 0.63 ± 0.49 MeV. The result practically co-
incides with the 0.67-MeV electron temperature that we estimated 
from laser parameters, while the 1.0-MeV estimation falls within its 
uncertainty.

We show that a laser-driven particle source can be exploited as a 
powerful tool to characterize samples of unknown elemental com-
position. Since this unconventional acceleration scheme provides 
both high-energy electrons and protons, the experimental setup can 
be adjusted to perform both LD-EDX and LD-PIXE analyses. We 
show that LD-EDX can be used to successfully identify the elements 
with fewer shots compared to LD-PIXE. LD-EDX prospects the 
possibility, not achievable with traditional EDX, to analyze large 
artifacts in air and to probe the presence of heavy elements at milli-
meter depths. Besides, we experimentally demonstrate that LD-PIXE 
can be used to perform quantitative stratigraphic analysis of a non-
homogeneous sample. Thus, LD-EDX and LD-PIXE prove to be 
complementary techniques for elemental characterization of a sample. 
Last, on the basis of our results, we suggest that the analyses carried 
out with a 200-TW laser might be performed also with compact tens 
of TW class lasers and advanced targetry solutions. Our results rep-
resent a remarkable step toward the development of a compact and 
versatile laser-based radiation source for multiple materials science 
investigations.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Chromium film deposition via magnetron sputtering
The Cr film was grown on a pure Cu substrate exploiting a high- 
power impulse magnetron sputtering deposition system (46) located 
at Politecnico di Milano. The deposition was performed in DC mode. 
This technique allows obtaining planar films on large surface areas 
(several square centimeters). To avoid the delamination of the film 
due to the strong stresses (47) induced by a long deposition time, we 
broke the deposition process in several steps. For a complete list of 
the deposition parameters, see the Supplementary Materials.

CCD energy calibration
CCDs are standard diagnostics for spectroscopy in laser-plasma in-
teraction experiments (26, 48, 49). The Andor IKon-M D0934P-BN 
CCD camera (1024 × 1024 pixels) energy calibration is performed 
by exploiting the LD-EDX setup shown in Fig. 1A and a monoele-
mental sample of pure copper. Figure 4 shows the x-ray spectrum 
obtained with 16 shots. To perform the energy calibration, we first 
evaluate the local background distribution around any single-pixel 
event. By local background, we mean the average intensity related 
to the eight pixels surrounding a single-pixel event. The distribu-
tion is reported in the inset graph of Fig. 4. Its shape is Gaussian, 
and it is located around 0 to 10 charge-to-signal (cts). Since the 
x-ray peaks of interest lies around hundreds of cts, we neglect the 
local background contribution and we directly calibrate the CCD 
considering the absolute Cu-K peak position. The final calibration 
factor is 8.048 keV/277 cts = 0.029 keV/cts. Using this calibration, 
we obtain the energies reported in Fig. 2B for all spectra presented 
in this work. Last, it is worth mentioning that only single-pixel 
events are considered. The analysis performed on multipixel events 
reveals that they are extremely rare. Moreover, those events are mainly 
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related to x-rays with energies higher (i.e., ≳10 keV) than those of 
interest for this work.

Additional details about the experimental setup
The Vega-2 laser pulse has 30-fs pulse duration and P-polarization. 
The energy is 3 J on target, and the intensity is ~2 × 1020 W/cm2. The 
spot size full width at half maximum is 7.0 m. The angle of inci-
dence with respect to the target normal is 5°. The thickness of the 
aluminum target and the protective sheet are 6.0 and 10.0 m, 
respectively. As far as the sample is concerned, the chromium film 
was grown directly on the copper substrate via magnetron sputter-
ing (see previous subsection). The actual composition is 93% chro-
mium and 7% oxygen (expressed as mass fraction). The reported 
film density equal to 5.3 g/cm3 has been measured by means of con-
ventional EDX (32) and weight difference between the sample and 
bare substrate. In the LD-EDX setup, the sample slit is 2.2 m thick. 
We place a lead shield to protect the CCD screen from the radiation 
emitted at the laser-target interaction point. The screen is further 
protected with 2-m-thick Mylar and 6-m-thick aluminum foils.

ToF spectrometer
The ToF spectrometer has been used to characterize the proton 
spectra. Its location in the experimental setup is shown in Fig. 1A. 
As ToF diagnostics, we exploited a 1-ns time-resolved pin diode de-
tector. To perform the analysis of the recorded signal, we adopt the 
approach provided by Milluzzo et al. (28).

Model for LD-PIXE quantitative analysis
For the specific case considered in this work, the x-ray yield YCr of 
Cr due to the incident protons can be expressed with the following 
equation

   Y  Cr   =    Cr     
 W  Cr   ─  M  Cr  

    N  Av   ×   ∫  E  p,max  
  

 E  p,min  
    f  p  ( E  p   )   ∫  E  p,outCr  

  
 E  p  

       Cr  (E )    Cr    A  Cr  (E )   dE ─  S  Cr  (E)   d  E  p     
   
  (1)

where Cr is the CCD efficiency at the Cr x-ray energy and it accounts 
for both the CCD quantum efficiency (from the instrument docu-
mentation) and the attenuation due to the Mylar and aluminum foils, 
WCr is the Cr mass concentration in the film, NAv is the Avogadro’s 
number, Ep,min and Ep,max are the minimum and maximum incident 
proton energy Ep, fp(Ep) is the proton spectrum shown in Fig. 1F, 
Ep,outCr is the proton energy at the interface between Cr layer and Cu 
substrate, Cr is the Cr ionization cross section (50, 51), Cr is the 
fluorescence yield (52), and SCr is the proton stopping power in the 
Cr layer [from SRIM code (53)]. The proton range inside the sample 
is linked to the energy with the stopping power through the relation 
S(Ep) = −dE/d(t). ACr(E) accounts for the attenuation of the gener-
ated x-rays in the Cr layer, and it can be expressed as

   A  Cr  (E ) =  e   −   Cr    ∫ 
E
  
 E  p  

    dE′ _ 
 S  Cr  ( E   ′ )

  cos _ cosφ     (2)

where Cr is the attenuation coefficient of the Cr x-rays in the Cr 
layer [evaluated with XCOM code (54)],  = 35° is the proton inci-
dence angle, and φ = 35° is the x-ray emission angle. The equation 
for the x-ray yield of Cu is

   Y  Cu   =    Cu      W  Cu   ─  M  Cu      N  Av   × B ×   ∫  E  p,max  
  

 E  p,min  

    f  p  ( E  p   )   ∫ 
0
  

 E  p,outCu  

      Cu  (E )    Cu    A  Cu  (E )   dE ─  S  Cu  (E)    dE  p    
   
  (3)

All terms present in the Eq. 3 for Cu have been already described 
for the Cr case with the exception of B, which accounts for the at-
tenuation of the Cu x-rays is the Cr layer

  B =  e   −  (    _    )    
Cr‐Cu

    (t)  Cr   _ cosφ     (4)

where (/)Cr-Cu is the mass attenuation coefficient of the Cu x-rays 
in the Cr layer. Performing the ratio between Eqs. 1 and 3, we obtain 
an expression for the x-ray yield ratio YCr/YCu

    Y  Cr   ─  Y  Cu     =      Cr   ─    Cu       
 M  Cu   ─  M  Cr  

      W  Cr   ─  W  Cu     ×   
 ∫ E  p,max    

 E  p,min  
     f  p    ∫ E  p,outCr    

 E  p  
       Cr      Cr    A  Cr     dE _  S  Cr  

   dE  p  
   ────────────────────   

B ×  ∫ E  p,max    
 E  p,min  

     f  p    ∫0  
 E  p,outCr  

       Cu      Cu    A  Cu     dE _  S  Cu     dE  p  
    (5)

Since both YCr/YCu and fp are known from the experiment, Eq. 5 
can be solved numerically to find the mass thickness of the Cr layer 
(t)Cr. Because the problem is strongly nonlinear, the solution must 
be found iteratively. For a more general description of both the 
analytical model and the iterative algorithm, see the work by 
Passoni et al. (21).

Error evaluation
To combine the uncertainties on the incident proton spectrum fp(Ep) 
and on the yield ratio YCr/YCu, the measurement error on the layer 
thickness is evaluated with a Monte Carlo approach. Briefly, we cal-
culate several times the thickness of the sample by means of Eq. 5 
and the procedure presented by Passoni et al. (21), changing fp(Ep) 
and YCr/YCu at each evaluation. fp(Ep) are extracted from the set of 
recorded spectra. YCr/YCu values are extracted form a Gaussian dis-
tribution. The mean values are 0.91 and 0.37 and the SDs are 0.1687 
and 0.0207 for LD-PIXE and LD-EDX, respectively. These values 
are also reported in Fig. 2B. To obtain the thickness distribution for 

Fig. 4. LD-EDX spectrum for the CCD energy calibration. Copper spectrum ob-
tained with the LD-EDX setup used to calibrate the x-ray CCD. The inset graph is 
the pixel value distribution of the local background around the single-pixel events.
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the LD-PIXE shown in Fig. 5A, we evaluated the thickness 103 times. 
Consistently with the central limit theorem, the resulting thickness 
distribution tends to a Gaussian function. We consider its SD as the 
thickness error. Figure 5B reports the scatter plot of the data ob-
tained with this procedure. This representation is useful to compare 
the fp(Ep) and YCr/YCu contributions to the total uncertainty. Some 
data obtained in correspondence of the average proton spectrum 
(red points) and at fixed yield ratio (green points) are superimposed 
to the heatmap. Since the range covered by red and green points 
along the vertical direction are comparable, we can conclude that 
the uncertainties contribute evenly to the total error.

Theoretical evaluations of the electron temperature 
for Monte Carlo simulations
The electron temperatures of 0.67 and 1.0 MeV exploited in the 
Monte Carlo simulations are evaluated considering two different 
approaches. The first value of 0.67 MeV is calculated from the actual 
laser parameters and the following extended ponderomotive scaling (43)

   T  e   =  C  1  ( a  0  , pol,  t  foil   ) ⋅ 0.511 ⋅ [ √ 

_

 1 +   
 a 0  2 

 ─ 2     − 1 ] +  C  2  ( a  0  , pol,  

t  foil   ) ⋅ 0.511 ⋅ [ √ 

______________

   (  1 +  f   2    
 a 0  2 

 ─ 2   )    sin   3     − 1 ] tan  (6)

where C1 and C2 are weighting factors equal to 0.22 and 0.04, re-
spectively,   a  0   = 0.85  √ 

___________________
  I     2  / ( 10   18  W  cm   −2   m   2 )   ≅ 9.5  is the nor-

malized laser amplitude,  is the laser incidence angle, and  f = 1 +  
√ 
_

 1 −     is the reflection amplification factor with  ≈ 0.1 as the con-
version efficiency of laser energy into hot electrons (which is a rea-
sonable value under our conditions).

The second value of 1.0 MeV is obtained by matching the maxi-
mum proton energy measured in our experiment (i.e., ≈6.35 MeV) 
with its estimation obtained through the quasi-static model described 
by Passoni et al. (44) via the following approximated formula

    E  p,max   ≈  [  ln    n  h0   ─   ̃  n     − 1 ]    T  e     (7)

where nh0 is the hot electron density and    ~ n    is a fitting parameter 
[both computed following, again, the reasoning presented by 
Passoni et al. (44)].

mFEA simulation
We simulate the 3D static magnetic field created by the structure 
shown in Fig. 3B with the finite element library Sparselizard (45). A 
similar 2D example (55) is widely present in the Sparselizard libraries. 
Please refer to the example for a detailed description of the electro-
static problem and its implementation. Our magnets are characterized 
by a magnetization equal to 8.0 × 105 A/m. For the permeability of 
the various regions, we assume 4 × 10−7 H/m in vacuum and magnet 
volumes, while in the support volume, we take 103 times the value 
in vacuum. The structure is placed at the center of a cubic box (10-cm 
face). The simulated mesh is generated with the Gmsh program 
(56), and it is formed by approximately 2 × 105 nodes. In Fig. 3C, 
the resulting magnetic field intensity is mapped on three different 
planes. The magnetic field at the center of the magnet obtained with 
the simulation coincides with the actual measured value of 0.26 T. Last, 
we evaluate the magnetic field intensity at the nodes of a 10 × 10 × 
10 grid placed between the magnetic plates. In this way, we cover 
the region of interest where the electrons and ions can travel and, 
eventually, be deflected. The grid is fed as input in the Geant4 Monte 
Carlo simulations.

Estimation of the residual x-ray yield due to the electron 
irradiation in the LD-PIXE experiment
We provide an evaluation of the fraction of x-rays that are still gener-
ated by electrons despite the presence of the magnet. The calculations 
are shown considering the case of 0.67-MeV electron temperature. 
From the Monte Carlo simulations, the ratio between the x-ray yields 
due to the electrons in the presence and absence of the magnet is

   Y  LD‐PIXE,e   /  Y  LD‐EDX,e   = 0.02  (8)

The experimental ratio between the x-ray yields in LD-EDX and 
LD-PIXE is

  ( Y  LD‐EDX,e   +  Y  LD‐EDX,p   ) / ( Y  LD‐PIXE,e   +  Y  LD‐PIXE,p   ) = 8.6  (9)

Fig. 5. Uncertainty evaluation for the LD-PIXE measurement. (A) Frequency distribution of the thickness resulting from the Monte Carlo simulation for the error cal-
culation. The inset image shows the related uncertainty for the thickness measurement. (B) Heatmap scattered data. The extracted intensity ratio is reported on the x axis, 
while the resulting thickness is on the y axis. The color scale is related to the number of occurrences. The red points are obtained by fixing the proton spectrum as the 
average one. The green points are obtained by fixing the intensity ratio as the average value.
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From Eq. 8, we express YLD-EDX,e as a function of YLD-PIXE,e and 
we perform a substitution in Eq. 9. Rearranging the equation, we 
obtain the following expression

     
 Y  LD‐PIXE,e    ─────────────   Y  LD‐PIXE,e   +  Y  LD‐PIXE,p     = 0.17 ×  (  1 −   

0.02 ×  Y  LD‐EDX,p  
  ─────────────   Y  LD‐PIXE,e   +  Y  LD‐PIXE,p     )      

  (10)

The left side of Eq. 10 is the fraction of x-ray yield due to the 
electron irradiation in the LD-PIXE experiment. The right side of 
Eq. 10 would be maximized and equal to 0.17 if YLD-EDX,p is equal to 
zero. Since YLD-EDX,p is greater than zero, the expression inside the 
brackets is definitely lower than 1 and the value 0.17 can be considered 
an upper threshold for the residual x-ray yield due to the electron 
irradiation in the LD-PIXE setup. In addition, by neglecting the sec-
ond term in the brackets (i.e., by assuming 0.02 × YLD − EDX, p ≈ 0), 
Eq. 10 can be further simplified. With a few calculations, it can be 
found that the ratio between the x-ray yields due to electrons and 
protons in the LD-PIXE setup YLD − PIXE, e/YLD − PIXE, p is less than 0.2 
and 0.43 for 0.67- and 1.0-MeV electron temperatures, respectively.

Post hoc estimation of the electron temperature
Exploiting Monte Carlo simulations, the ratio between the copper 
x-ray yields due to electrons in LD-PIXE and LD-EDX can be fitted 
as a function of the temperature Te as

   Y LD‐PIXE,e  
Cu   /  Y LD‐EDX,e  

Cu   = 0.035 ×  T  e   + 0.0034  (11)

The linear fit is shown in Fig. 6. From Monte Carlo simulations, 
the ratio between the chromium and copper x-ray yields due to 
electrons in LD-PIXE setup is

  a =  Y  LD‐PIXE,e  
Cr   /  Y  LD‐PIXE,e  

Cu   = 0.65  (12)

For reasonable values of Te, this ratio remains constant. As far as 
protons are concerned, the ratio is equal to

  b =  Y LD‐PIXE,p  Cr   /  Y LD‐PIXE,p  Cu   = 1.023  (13)

From the experimental data, the Cr over Cu x-ray intensity ratio 
obtained with LD-PIXE is

  c = ( Y  LD‐PIXE,e  
Cr   +  Y LD‐PIXE,p  Cr   ) / ( Y  LD‐PIXE,e  

Cu   +  Y  LD‐PIXE,p  Cu   ) = 0.91 ± 0.169   
  (14)

Last, neglecting the x-ray contribution due to protons in the LD-
EDX spectra, we have

  d = ( Y LD‐PIXE,e  
Cu   +  Y LD‐PIXE,p  Cu   ) /  Y LD‐EDX,e  

Cu   = 0.083 ± 0.011  (15)

Combining Eqs. 11 to 15, the electron temperature can be evalu-
ated as

   T  e   = 28.63 × d ×   b − c ─ b − a   − 0.096 = 0.63 ± 0.49 MeV   (16)

and the corresponding copper x-ray yield ratio is equal to 0.025 ± 0.017. 
This point is also reported in Fig. 6.

SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIALS
Supplementary material for this article is available at http://advances.sciencemag.org/cgi/
content/full/7/3/eabc8660/DC1
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